
In the Streets.
Name features .



Unit 1a.Read the words.
■ Popular, real-life, 
documentary, reality show, 
feature, video footage, police 
car, hand-held camera, focus 
on, road crime, catchy title, 
narrator, draw, viewer, voice 
over, suspect, pedestrian, 
injured, U-turn, oncoming 
traffic, shocked, speed, cut sb 
off, channel hop.



Hot Spots.
■ But, apart from
■ Complete beginner
■ Choice
■ Modern shop
■ Reduction in price
■ Person who loves exercising
■ Money one pays to enter a place
■ To find
■ To do smth special for yourself
■ To find out information



Read the words. p. 10

Selection, trendy shop, food 
outlet, treat yourself to, check 

out, track down, discount, 
fitness freak, entrance price, 
absolute beginner, except, 

bowling alley, games arcade, 
water park, shopping centre, 

gym, amusement park, ice rink.



Think of an advert for :
A selection of, offer, cater, a range of, a collection 
of, reasonable, a thrilling experience, 
hang out, work out.





Which of the words do we use with 
the present simple/continuous?

■ Once a week, this week, 
today, usually, never, now, at 
the moment, always, often, 
tonight, nowadays, at present, 
at noon, in the evening.



Say a sentence with a similar meaning.

■ Here’s the 
money.

■ Enjoy 
yourselves.

■ What would 
you like?

■ Please wait.





1e Survival.
■ survive, swamp, escape, get into 

trouble, swallow, fall into, panic, 
pull in, lie flat, crawl out, 
mosquito, scorpion, poisonous, 
fatal, insect repellent, ground, 
shake, cliff, hide, bubble, 
reptile, run away



Give a word for:� Cold-blooded animal
� To stay somewhere where you cannot 

be seen or found
� Surface of Earth
� Large rock with a very steep side
� Crawling insect with a tail that stings
� To use force to make sth move towards 

you
� To manage not to die
� Find yourself in difficulties
� To be in horizontal position against sth



Fill in:
■ The Everglades are full of … mud 

bogs. They can … a car or a 
person in a few minutes. If a 
person falls … one, 

he shouldn’t  … ! 
The person should 
pull each leg out, 
then lie … and
 … … carefully.



Read and complete with must/mustn’t 
or can.



Read and complete with can/can’t 
must/mustn’t



1f Places p16� To have
� Fortunate
� To think of
� The landscape or scene that you 

can see from a window or 
balcony

� An area in front of a house, 
usually with grass and plants

� Almost certain
� An area of land with lots of 

trees
� A very tall building



Rewrite without changing the meaning� Jane is prettier than 
Kate.

�    Kate isn’t so pretty     
as Jane.

� John …………. � Mark isn’t so clever 
as John.

� Art …………… � History isn’t so 
interesting as Art.

� Jim’s test is better 
than Bob’s test.

� Bob’s test …………

� A car is faster than 
a bike.

� A bike ……………

� A snail …………
� A tortoise isn’t so 

slow as a snail.

� My bag ………. � Your bag isn’t so 
heavy as mine.

� France is bigger 
than Italy.

� Italy ………………….


